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MINUTES COMMUNITY RESOURCE & MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

WEDNESDAY 25th SEPTEMBER 2019 7.00pm Corwen Sports Pavilion 

Present: Councilors: Chris Jones (Chairman), Carole Derbighshire-Styles (Vice Chairman), Gordon Hughes,  
Clerk: Philomena Hearn. Guests from Corwen War Memorial Park Executive Committee: Adrian Roberts, Mike 
Wyeth and Joel Scott. 

R.78 Apologies for absence. John Rostron 

R.79 Declaration of Interests statement agreed as read.   

R.80 Declarations of personal or prejudicial interests: none. 

R.81 Public Participation Session The chair introduced the CWMP exec committee members. And gave a brief 

statement of fact. He proposed an outline for restructuring the Charity and the trustees to be equal numbers of 

councilors to exec members and that they form a CIO and under the Terms of Reference for CR&M committee they 

could meet quarterly and be a subcommittee of the CR&M. CJ stated that no funding could be given while the CWMP 

appear to be insolvent and before the governance issues can be cleared up. One of the exec members had come to 

just ask for money and was not prepared to address the governance issues that in the opinion of The Town Council, 

and on reflection was that of the other two, was the root of the financial issues facing the park. He could not accept 

CJs proposal to form a Charitable Incorporated Organisation was not the same as a Company Limited by Guarantee. 

AR explained to JS that he had met with an advisor from Wales Co-op with Philomena to discuss possible other 

avenues to protect the liability of the charity members. This adviser 

(Mike Williams) had put forward the idea of a CIO and explained why - The main intended benefits of the new entity 

are that it has legal personality, the ability to conduct business in its own name, and limited liability so that its 

members and trustees will not have to contribute in the event of financial loss. These are already available to limited 

companies; charities can be formed as companies, but then they must be registered with both Companies House and 

the Charity Commission. In contrast, the CIO only needs to register with the Charity Commission. This is expected to 

reduce bureaucracy for the charity. AR said he made it very clear that CWMP would not be signing up to Company’s 

House and becoming a Ltd company. The whole point of a CIO is that you only have to file with the Charity’s 

commission. At present the person responsible for filing with the Charity’s Commission (usually this is the duty of a 

secretary) has not filed the details of the Chairman, Vice Chairman, or the Two trustees from the Council. This is quite 

a serious failure as the Exec is not therefore officially quorate by the 2014 and the 1995 constitution. The Clerk then 

pointed out that as acting treasurer for the Park it has come to her attention that nearly every meeting since the 

treasurer has warned the exec but the exec have carried on as before. All the tasks that the exec have set to attempt 

to raise funds have not been carried out including the raise in hire fees from September 2018 AGM. There is no clear 

policy to hire fees being carried through as at least four hirers are all paying way below the September 2018 rate, 

including the Invoices from 4th January 2019 
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onwards. This must stop immediately. The exec could be accused of continuing to trade though demonstrably 

insolvent. CJ stressed, therefore things, starting with Governance, have to change. The Treasurer, Cllr Huw Jones 

has been warning of this for at least two years. There is a clear need for an intervention, which is what the Council 

are attempting to do now.  AR stated that both Brian Edwards and Huw Jones supported the conversion from 

Ordinary Charity to a Charitable Incorporated Organisation. It was clearly 4 – 1. CJ offered JS more time to think 

about it, but that time was pressing on, Council Finance meet on Wednesday and they will look at any short-term 

funding issues that the Council can legally assist with. AR and PH to work on a grant application for the Play Park 

remedial repairs to surface and other potential issues that are pressing ie Health and safety and Fire evacuation and 

disabled access problems that might prevent the venue from being hired out, but with special terms and 

conditions. AR accepts that the Park committee need more professional advice and to stop certain clubs using 

unqualified works to be carried out (because it negates the insurance), that three qualified experts have been 

consulted re CIO and re responsibility and liability. He thanked the Council for their time and for the Clerks hours 

spent looking at all the options and coming up with what he sees as a workable and useful way forward. The three 

members of WMP left at 7.55pm ACTION: CWMP exec must now make their decision. 

R.82 Minutes of the last Community Resource & Management Committee meeting were approved by the 

meeting. 1st CDS 2nd GH. Witnessed signing off. 

R.83 Clerks Report on ACTION REGISTER: See last month’s minutes. Everything reviewed and approved and 

further agenda items below. 

R.84 Progress report for Memorial Park: 

i. The meeting discussed the negative impact of the CWMP exec being split 4 – 1 over the proposal to move the

Charity from ordinary and unprotected status to a Charity Incorporated Organisation. The remaining Town

Council Trustee who is also as exposed by the lack of fiscal management showed dismay at the lack of foresight

on the part of the exec and declared reservations about being a trustee, and certainly not under the present

circumstances. CJ had made it clear that the Town Council cannot assist with the Insurance and other ideas that

the Council Finance Committee had put to try and move from the stalemate of pouring good money after bad

and that the Park was hemorrhaging money. There are several perceived reasons for this but running at such a

negative budget for the past three years is mostly down to the exec not taking in to account the overheads versus

the income. The hire charges are below all other venues in Town and the fees being charged to the member

sporting groups are a fraction of the actual costs of maintaining their various dedicated pitches/greens/courts

and associated equipment. The Park is clearly not being utilized by all the people of Corwen, but that some that

are heavy users are taking advantage of the weaknesses of the exec. The prices are being dictated by the users

with no heed to running costs. It has been suggested and agreed by the exec in various previous meetings that
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this needs to change and that their 2014 constitution is at odds with the very aims of the WMP as originally set 

up by Dr. Walker. The present structure of management makes the exec top heavy with the interests of the four 

remaining sporting users above those of any other user. This is an abject failure of the 2014 Constitution which 

has been slanted away from the exec protecting the Park for all the people of Corwen. The lease agreement 

between the Town Council and the Lessees had clearly defined roles that would have prevented this. The 

Council’s Solicitor doubts that the 2014 constitution is workable and is also not legal. It had not been drawn up 

by a properly qualified legal adviser. CJ stated that until certain members of the exec understand this basic 

principal there is absolutely no point in trying to move forward or for the present exec to make any plans, 

because without massive injections of funds the CWMP might has well hand back the lease. Plus, there is one 

exec member who just does not accept that the Park belongs to CTC and that the lease clearly states that the 

Landlord can take back the lease if any of the clauses of that lease are broken. CJ had intended to be tougher at 

this juncture but felt sorry for the 4 exec members who fully grasped the seriousness of their situation and 

wanted to give the 5th member more time to research what he was being told by three very qualified experts, 

namely the Council’s solicitor, the Wales Co-op adviser and their own Insurance broker. The stalemate between 

one member of CWMP exec being so negative to change just exposes the Park Committees weaknesses further. 

It was decided to move on with the agenda as Council has spent too much time already on this issue. GH 

resolved that Finance Committee would be the next port of call for CWMP, but that basically the obstacles 

remain to prevent Council from giving money to the Park from within our statutory powers. ACTION: PH to keep 

dialogue open with CWMP + Finance to next assess possibility of suitable funding, plus clauses of restriction.

ii. WMP bins and other items on their “wish list” that come under Statutory Provisions: The CWMP exec did

R.85

not bring these up nor did they bring a budget or any positive ideas for addressing funding shortages. 

Therefore, the Clerk will still arrange for bin collection, Cllrs Jones and Hughes had built a bin store (though 

very rough, it serves a purpose) and that she has ordered extra black lidded bins through the Cemetery 

budget for now. The state of litter being spread about the park and the pavements by The Blue shed might 

now be easier to control.

Further discussion with NEWTRA and DCC and Street Scenes – what next? How will this feed into the 

business plan and economic Futures Project. 

i. CJ reported on the meeting and that although there were no promises made by any of the 3 authorities that

attended the meeting, they were all positive about what the CR&M committee are about and are trying to

do. They all invited the CR&M to put the proposals in writing and the three individuals present would liaise

to make sure that the relevant departments in their authority would then get the proposals. Some items of

worry were addressed there and then ie the “boundary” on the square and highway that was between DCC
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and NEWTRA. Plus, clear instructions over the siting of planters and benches, seating and possible bike racks 

and new items that we feel the town needs. There was lengthy discussion about how the CTC can move 

forward over the planters and NEWTRA have requested that CTC take over the Risk Assessment, Insurance 

and application for placing of any Planters. The purple planters MUST GO. CJ has a proposal that CTC buy 

new DCC/NEWTRA Approved self-watering planter (Clerk took name of company recommended as supplier, 

and has already sourced a price) and goes through the correct channels with NETRA and DCC Street Scenes 

for placement etc. Then CTC puts out for tender the planting, with reservation for further risk assessment 

and Insurance, for planting and maintenance. It must be made clear to whoever takes the tender on that NO 

OTHER PLANTERS THAN THOSE PROVIDED BY CTC AND WITH NEWTRA CONSENT will be allowed on the 

Square. If planters are put elsewhere in town or in any neighboring village (eg Carrog or Glyndyfyrdwy), the 

same will apply, except in certain cases it is DCC Highways and DCC Street Scenes that will need to be 

approached, but same principal will apply. ACTION: PH (+CJ) write letters. 

ii. We spoke about flashing speed control lights as mentioned by Cllr Edwin Jones at a previous meeting and

NEWTRA were supportive of at least two for Corwen Main road. Costs would have to be met by the town

though. ACTION: PH research and ask EJ more details

R.86 Progress with Economic Futures Project: It is now up to CR&M committee/Clerk to take this forward. Clerk 

has meetings arranged with Marc Roberts and various DCC representatives. 

i. Sourcing planters, potential banners and Christmas Light fittings – all towards “Colouring Corwen”. See 

above, plus for Christmas it was agreed that CTC would fund the main Tree, lights for it and the erection 

thereof. Also, CTC would get the old lamppost cones and all the reindeer etc. PAT tested by a DCC approved 

electrician. That CTC would get the permissions for the lampposts etc. and lend the reindeer to various 

businesses for them to put up themselves, but that would be it. CR&M would liaise with Business association 

for lights to be switched on to co-ordinate with their Christmas late night shopping event. That the event 

would be totally under Business Association management providing they fill in and comply with the DCC 

events license. PH had done this last year and is prepared to guide only for this year. ACTION: PH

ii. Progress for Museum and Capel Coch and other asset transfers: PH had covered this in Action Plan report 

under agenda item. Ongoing ACTION: PH

iii. How Public Forum meeting, particularly around local Broadband issues, and public toilets future will work 

alongside Cadwyn Clwyd (invite Helen Davies). Put for later meeting
R.87 County Planning consultation. (LGP) invitation to Mark to discus, ACTION: PH meeting with Ami Selby about 

Town Planning and Business plan for CTC, so will mention this too. 
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R.88 Emergency Planning with DCC and sandbag storage etc.: No more progress.PH has requested from Police to 

cooperate with Fire service. No More news on proposal to site behind Fire/Police station yet. ACTION: PH chase 

R.89 Proposed cluster groups of Councils e.g. A5/Dee Valley. CJ reported he had met with Llangollen Rural Clerk

and Chirk. Both very positive reaction. PH stated CAME Insurance broker would like to assist with a talk at these

meetings and help fund where possible with a lunch or similar. GH had met with Llangollen Clerk on similar vein, 

so things are happening. No dates set yet though. ACTION: PH keep discussions open. 

R.90 Plans to invite Steve Layt, Tish Aldridge & Malcolm Clements (walking Festival) Howard Sutcliff (AONB - 

Giant): Agreed to invite all three re walking Festival, but we cam also discuss planters and other. 

events/cooperative ideas for VE day in May 2020, Food Festival and other ideas that CDS has. ACTION: PH 

R.91 Date of next Committee Meeting 23rd October 2019. 

CLERK PHILOMENA HEARN 

APPROVED AS BEING A CORRECT RECORD BY: 

CHAIRMAN: …………………………………..………..DATE: ……………..……………………… 

COUNCILLOR: …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

ACTION REGISTER:   Responsibility:  Date: 

Min no ACTION yes Or no NOTES 

R.81 CWMP exec to meet + get a decision made to form a CIO (or not) CWMP Exec 

R.82 File and publish minutes PH 

R.83 Keep on top of follow ups PH 

R.84 i) keep dialogue open with CWMP + Finance to next assess PH Add to finance agenda 

R.84 ii) Chase up Street scenes re Bins now purchased PH 

R.85 i) write letters/emails to NEWTRA, DCC etc. PH (+CJ) 

R.85 ii) research flashing speed signs & ask EJ more PH/EJ 

R.86 i) Source planters, potential banners and Christmas Lights PH Take to finance 

R.86 ii) Progress Museum/Capel Coch + other assets PH + involve solicitors

R.86 iii) Postpone to future date public meeting – PH after seeing Amy Selby 

R.87 County Planning Consultation PH As above 

R.88 Emergency Plan with DCC + sandbag storage PH/ A B Police + Fire 

R.89 Prop cluster groups of Councils A5/Dee Valley. PH Keep dialogue open 

R.90 invite Steve Layt, Tish Aldridge & Malcolm Clements. H. Sutcliff. PH Email invites to all 4 




